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Welcome to the “Digital Communication Report 2022”.



Within this report, you will find a broad selection of insights  

into the priorities and preferences of consumers when it  

comes to digital communication with brands. This information  

is designed to give you a clearer picture of the best ways to get 

in touch with different consumer types and the channels you 

should focus on so they can reach out to you.



The report aims to answer all of your burning questions  

on digital communication such as:



Are Gen Z and Millennials really averse to being contacted  

on the phone?



Do memes and jokes help improve the perception of your brand  

or should you stick to business-related messages?



Is it a good idea to use chatbots to free up an overworked  

customer support team?



Let’s find out!
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Introduction

Remember that customers aren’t concerned with how your brand internally divides different teams and 

functions of its business — for them, a bad experience with customer service could sway their entire opinion 

of your brand, no matter how good your marketing and branding campaigns are.



So, in this report, we’ll explore the reasons that consumers usually reach out to brands and the channels on 

which they prefer to do this, as well as the ways they liked to be contacted and the types of content they 

prefer.



We’ve also tried to gauge how different groups feel about brands’ presence on social media and the attitudes 

around brands that stray from business-related content to engage with consumers on a more parasocial level 

— sharing jokes and memes the same way that a friend might.



Indeed, while email remains central to brands’ digital communication strategies, younger generations are 

increasingly turning to social channels where they can reach out in a more casual and sometimes much more 

visible way — giving brands a great opportunity to show off and celebrate positive interactions whilst also 

empowering consumers with a platform to share bad experiences.



More than ever, getting digital communication right is essential for your brand. But in order to do this, you’ll 

require a strong understanding of your audience’s preferences.



Digital communication stands at a crossroads between two  
(usually separate) functions of a business — marketing and 
customer service. But in order to build a truly customer-centric 
brand that retains customers, fosters loyalty, and gains positive 
associations in the minds of consumers, you’ll need to break down 
this separation and consider how both functions can work in  
a holistic way.
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For this report, we surveyed 1059 consumers to 

research digital communication preferences in 2022.



Our research was focused mainly on attitudes towards 

digital communication channels and where consumers 

draw their own lines in terms of what types of 

communication are acceptable.



The purpose of this report is to provide a detailed overview 

of how consumers like to communicate with brands in  

2022 and to provide marketers and brand managers with  

a clearer understanding of the most important factors when 

building their communication strategies.



Our research is based on consumers based in the USA.  

The results of these respondents have then been 

segmented, mainly by generation, income, and into female 

and male groupings — as these were the groups that 

showed the greatest divergences or most interesting 

insights. The research was conducted in June 2022.






1059

respondents

Usa

geography

June 2022
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Reaching 
Out

Reaching Out
chapter I
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I

Our data from the general population 

was as follows:

Email

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

None of the above 10%

16%

46%

70%

34%

Therefore, it makes sense to understand exactly how 

consumers like to be contacted and build a clear picture  

of how these preferences change depending on the target 

audience in question. 



So to understand consumer preferences more, we asked:



On which of the following channels do 
you like to be contacted by brands?



The relationships that brands have with consumers should 

allow for communication that flows in both directions. Being 

easy to contact on a range of channels has a wealth of perks 

— which we’ll get on to in the next chapter — but reaching out 

to consumers allows you to talk about your brand on your 

terms and nudge consumers to become more loyal or engaged 

with your products and services.



Indeed, reaching out to individual consumers is probably going 

to be one of the cornerstones of your marketing strategy, 

especially when it comes to improving customer retention or 

lifetime value. 



It’s likely that you use email to accomplish this task and, while 

our research suggests this is the best channel for the job, 

depending on your target audience, other channels can also 

be used to achieve or support these goals.

How Consumers Prefer  
To Be Contacted By Brands

A.
Reaching Out
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Across the general population, there’s a clear preference for brands to contact their clients, customers, or users via email over all 

other channels. Text message (which includes messaging services such as WhatsApp) and then social media follow — with phone 

calls being the least-liked of any channel. 



There is also very little difference in how males and females respond to this question, with the same order of preference persisting 

as with the general population, and any difference restricted to just a few percentage points.



Let’s dig deeper into how these preferences change when taking different audience types into account.
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Email Text Message Social Media Phone Call



Looking across different generations we can see that for every age cohort, the order of preference  

is the same as for the general population — with email first, followed by text messages, social media,  

and then phone calls. However, there are some big differences in just how much these groups prefer  

each channel.



Unsurprisingly, using social media as a means of communication with brands is more preferred by  

younger groups who came of age with platforms such as Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit.  

On the other hand, only 26% of both Baby Boomers and Gen X thought this was a good channel for  

brands to contact them through.



Millennials have the strongest preference for email, with more than two-thirds picking this option. 

Additionally, they were the generation most open to being contacted by brands on any of  

the channels listed.


Generations

On which of the following channels do you like to be contacted by brands?

Gen Z

Email

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

None of the above

44%

15%

25%

44%

57%

Gen X

Email

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

None of the above

26%

10%

13%

49%

67%

Baby Boomers

Email

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

None of the above

26%

13%

13%

39%

69%

9

Millennials

Email

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

None of the above

39%

7%

47%

79%

17%
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Audience 
Insight


Gen Z is perhaps the most interesting group here with some unexpected results  

coming from our survey. Of all generations, they favored email the least — while  

having the greatest preference for both phone calls and social media.


















Their preference for social media certainly matches the popular stereotype of this 

generation as being digital natives, always online, and more comfortable with  

the types of parasocial relationships that exist on social media between brands  

and consumers.



However, Gen Z’s apparent fondness for phone calls is a contradiction to the popular 

myths about this generation being averse to conversations over the phone. 

Interestingly, both Gen Z and Millennials had a higher preference for this channel  

than Gen X and Baby Boomers. 



However, it’s worth remembering that phone calls were still the least favored option for 

both of these generations, liked by only a quarter of Gen Z and just 17% of Millennials. 

Rather than signaling a sudden shift in preferences, it may just reveal a more open 

attitude to being contacted by brands in general — even on those channels they’re not 

traditionally comfortable with.
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Social Media

Email

Gen Z
Text Message

https://godeskless.com/blog/millennials-and-gen-z-companies-adapt/


Let’s find out how a consumer’s level of education could influence their preferences for this question.

In regards to education, the main difference arises between 

email and phone calls. Again, while the same hierarchy of 

preference exists as in the general population, consumers  

with low education have much stronger preferences  

for being contacted over the phone — so much  

so that it almost rivals social media.



Consumers with high levels of education  

are less likely than those with low levels  

to prefer social media, while their  

preference for email is  

very strong.


Level of Education

On which of the following channels do you like to be contacted by brands?

High Education

35%

9%

17%

47%

77%

Low Education

39%

10%

33%

48%

63%Email

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

None of the above

Email

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

None of the above
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Once a conversation has started, it’s important that you get back to your customers promptly. Obviously, it’s not possible to reply 

instantaneously — but there is a limit that different groups of customers have when it comes to waiting for your reply.

We wanted to find out exactly where those limits were,  

so we asked:



How long would you be prepared to wait 
for a response from a brand that you have 
contacted?

With 46% of consumers happy to wait 3 days or more  

for a reply, there’s some leeway when it comes to replying to 

consumers. However, 54% of consumers are only prepared to 

wait around 1-2 days for a reply. Let’s take a look at how this 

changes depending on age.

Replying to Consumers

The general population 

answered as follows:

B.

Digital Communication Report Latana.com

The same day

The next day

Within 3 days

Within 1 week

Within 2 weeks 10%

16%

46%

70%

34%



For different generations, there are some differences in the levels of patience — with 55% of Gen Z, 47% of Millennials,  

41% of Gen X, and 43% of Baby Boomers willing to wait 3 days or more for a reply.



Interestingly, while our Consumer Insights Report 2022 revealed that Gen Z was the generation that most valued fast delivery, 

they are the generation most willing to wait around for a response.



Though a greater share of Baby Boomers were willing to wait 3 or more days for a reply than Gen X, they were the generation 

with the largest proportion of respondents who were only prepared to wait a single day for a reply.


Generations

Gen Z

14%

4%

37%

25%

20%

Gen X

6%

2%

33%

36%

23%

Baby Boomers

7%

3%

33%

29%

28%

13

Millennials

10%

3%

32%

21%

34%
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The same day

The next day

Within 3 days

Within 1 week

Within 2 weeks

The same day

The next day

Within 3 days

Within 1 week

Within 2 weeks

The same day

The next day

Within 3 days

Within 1 week

Within 2 weeks

The same day

The next day

Within 3 days

Within 1 week

Within 2 weeks

How long would you be prepared to wait for a response from  
a brand that you have contacted?

https://latana.com/reports/consumer-insights-report/


Being 
Contacted 
By 
Consumers

Being Contacted  
By Consumers

chapter II
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IIBeing Contacted By Consumers

Our data from the general population was  

as follows:

So, we asked consumers:



Which of the following channels do  
you use to contact brands?

While you’re likely to think that contacting your target 

audience and existing customers is a key part of your 

marketing strategy — particularly that of email marketing  

and customer relationship management — you may have  

not spent too much time thinking about how consumers  

can contact you.



Many marketers and brand managers are quick to dismiss  

this part of the relationship between brands and consumers 

as something that wholly belongs to customer service teams. 

But remember that for your customers, all interactions with 

your brand reflect on how they perceive it and feel about it. 



Ensuring that customer service reflects your brand identity  

and values is just as important as ensuring that your core 

product does. Therefore, it is imperative that you understand 

how your target audience prefers to reach out to you, so you 

can prioritize these channels when working to improve your 

brand’s digital communication.


How Consumers Prefer  
To Contact Brands

A.
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Email

Text Message

Social Media

Phone Call

None of the above

Website /  
Application Chat 47%

36%

30%

28%

64%

8%



Across the general population, email was once again the preferred channel to reach out to brands. This was  

followed by website or application-based chat at 47%, with third place taken by social media channels at 36%.



Phone calls were much more popular when consumers were the ones taking the initiative and making the call —  

though they still ended up as one of the least preferred options, with only text messages coming out below.
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Email Web/Application 
Chat

Social Media Phone Call



Zooming in on the preferences of different generations reveals some interesting  

divergences. For all but Gen Z, email is favored, followed by website/application chat  

to reach out to brands. Baby Boomers and Gen X favor social media the least, while for 

Millennials and Gen Z, it’s the third and second most favored channel, respectively.



Gen Z’s preference for social media is very strong compared to other generations, 

demonstrating the importance of this channel for this age cohort. Indeed, brands that are 

aimed at 18-25-year-olds should bolster their efforts on social media and make sure that  

as well as using it to share brand news and promote their brand’s identity, it can facilitate 

two-way conversations with consumers wherever they appear.


Generations

Which of the following channels do you use to contact brands?

Gen Z

Email

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

Website / 
Application Chat

None of the above

Email

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

Website / 
Application Chat

None of the above

Email

Email

Text Message

Text Message

Phone Call

Phone Call

Social Media

Social Media

Website / 
Application Chat

Website / 
Application Chat

None of the above

None of the above

38%

46%

12%

31%

25%

56%

Gen X

28%

44%

8%

29%

29%

64%

Baby Boomers

22%

35%

14%

32%

22%

64%

17

Millennials

44%

56%

5%

30%

69%

29%
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When it comes to communicating with brands, Baby Boomers are the generation  

most likely to pick up the phone and give you a call — with around one-third selecting 

this option. This is consistent with the popular stereotype of this age cohort, as one  

that favors direct means of communication.



















However, it’s worth looking at those options that rank lower for Baby Boomers and 

taking note. Even though social media is the least preferred channel for contacting 

brands, it’s still used by just under 25%, while using website or application chat  

was selected by more than one-third.



Indeed, Baby Boomers are more confident and adaptable than the Silent Generation 

that preceded them when it comes to newer communication channels. And while  

they may still favor the directness of a phone call, if you make them accessible, other 

channels such as social media or website chat could be useful for helping this group  

of consumers reach out to you.

18

Audience 
Insight
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Web/Application 
ChatBaby 

Boomers

Phone Call

Email



The biggest difference between these two groups is the high preference for social media held by consumers with low levels of 

education. At 51%, their preference for this channel is higher than Gen Z.



It is worth highlighting that Gen Z’s lower age makes them more likely to self-identify as having a low level of education. Indeed, 

just under a third of respondents in this survey who identified themselves as having low levels of education were part of this  

age cohort.



Elsewhere, consumers with high levels of education have  

a much higher preference for email, with text messaging  

services being the least preferred. Consumers with  

lower levels of education still favor email more  

than any other channel but areless likely to  

reach out to brands with this option than  

their higher-educated counterparts. 


Level of Education

Which of the following channels do you use to contact brands?

High Education

53%

37%

7%

33%

26%

72%

Low Education

41%

51%

9%

39%

37%

59%
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Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

Website / 
Application Chat

None of the above

Email

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

Website / 
Application Chat

None of the above

Email



Females & Males

Once again, when splitting respondents into males and females, the results are broadly similar with any differences being  

by just a few percentage points. While females have a 4% lead over males when it comes to contacting brands by text message, 

males prefer to do so over the phone by 4%.



Nothing here suggests you should treat females and males differently when it comes to building your communication strategy  

and thinking about the channels you need to prioritize to facilitate two-way conversations with consumers.

Which of the following channels do you use to contact brands?

47%

35%

9%

28%

30%

65%

47%

38%

7%

32%

26%

64%

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

Website / 
Application Chat

None of the above

EmailEmail

Text Message

Phone Call

Social Media

Website / 
Application Chat

None of the above

Females Males
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When customers want to contact somebody who works for 

your business, it’s vital that you get things right and make the 

process as streamlined as possible. 74% of adults in Britain 

said that a positive customer experience was more important 

than the actual product they were interested in purchasing.



But not all businesses can afford huge customer service teams 

and, sometimes, sacrifices have to be made so that the staff  

you do have can focus on the most important queries. It’s not 

uncommon for many businesses to bury their customer 

services teams behind layers of FAQs, chatbots, and other 

barriers to filter out the simple requests from the ones that 

actually require a member of staff to help them.



But we wanted to find out what a “good customer experience” 

looked like for different audience types and what their 

boundaries were in regards to this topic — so we asked  

the following question:



How important is it to you that you  
can contact a real person when 
communicating with a business?


21

No surprises here. Consumers overwhelmingly want the option 

to speak to a real customer support representative — with 

86% of consumers responding that being able to make contact 

with a real person was either important or very important.

How Much Do Consumers  
Value Direct Communication?

The general population 

answered as follows:

B.

Digital Communication Report Latana.com

Not at all important

Not important

Neutral

Important

Very Important 60%

26%

10%

2%

2%
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How likely are you to purchase from  
a brand that you cannot contact?

We also asked:

Looking across the general population, it’s clear that  

it’s quite important consumers feel that they can reach  

a brand representative. Indeed, its absence can have  

a negative effect on your business. Consumers are less 

likely to purchase from brands that they cannot contact, 

with 61% stating that they are either “very unlikely”  

or “unlikely” to do so when a brand has no means of  

being reached.



For 39% of respondents, this factor had no bearing on 

their purchase decisions, with 17% still believing they 

would be either likely or very likely to purchase from 

such a brand.

The general population answered as follows:

Very unlikely

Unlikely

Neither likely nor unlikely

Likely

Very Likely 7%

10%

22%

28%

33%



Focusing on different age cohorts reveals mostly consistent attitudes towards direct 

human contact with businesses. Needless to say, consumers across the board think that  

it is vital. 79% of Gen Z, 90% of Millennials, 87% of Gen X, and 87% of Baby Boomers all 

believe that being able to contact a real person when they need to is either “important”  

or “very important”.



There’s a somewhat interesting takeaway here — Gen Z, the generation most often 

described as digital natives and most stereotypically comfortable online, has the most 

relaxed attitudes toward contacting a real person. But, with only 21% of this generation 

not finding direct contact “important” or “very important”, it’s safe to say that even if you’re 

target audience is Gen Z, it would be unwise to put obstacles between your customers  

and customer services teams.

Generations

How important is it to you that you can contact a real person  
when communicating with a business?

Gen Z

54%

25%

15%

2%

4%

Gen X

27%

60%

11%

2%

1%

Baby Boomers

24%

63%

9%

3%

2%

23

Millennials

27%

63%

1%

1%

8%
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Not at all important

Not important

Neutral

Important

Very Important

Not at all important

Not important

Neutral

Important

Very Important

Not at all important

Not important

Neutral

Important

Very Important

Not at all important

Not important

Neutral

Important

Very Important



Looking at the responses from different generations  

reveals that for older generations, contacting a brand  

is a much more important factor than for younger ones.  

Only 7% of Baby Boomers and 16% of Gen X would  

be “likely” or “very likely” to purchase from  

a brand if they could not contact it. 



This contrasts with 23% of Gen Z and 19%  

of Millennials who selected these options.  

Indeed, for nearly half of Gen Z respondents,  

whether a business could be contacted or not,  

did not really factor into their decisions when  

choosing to purchase from a particular brand.


How likely are you to purchase from a brand that you cannot contact?

Gen Z

7%

16%

24%

28%

25%

Gen X

9%

7%

23%

29%

32%

Baby Boomers

4%

3%

25%

30%

39%

24

Millennials

11%

8%

26%

35%

20%
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Very unlikely

Unlikely

Neither likely  
nor unlikely

Likely

Very Likely

Very unlikely

Unlikely

Neither likely  
nor unlikely

Likely

Very Likely

Very unlikely

Unlikely

Neither likely  
nor unlikely

Likely

Very Likely

Very unlikely

Unlikely

Neither likely  
nor unlikely

Likely

Very Likely



Females & Males + Level of Education

How important is it to you that you can contact a real person when  
communicating with a business?

63%

26%

8%

1%

1%

58%

27%

12%

2%

2%

Females Males
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Not at all important

Not at all important

Not important

Not important

Neutral

Neutral

Important

Important

Very Important

Very Important

Not at all important

Not important

Neutral

Important

Very Important

Not at all important

Not important

Neutral

Important

Very Important

High Education

61%

30%

7%

2%

0%

Low Education

62%

26%

12%

0%

0%



How likely are you to purchase from a brand that you cannot contact?

6%

9%

21%

28%

36%

8%

11%

24%

27%

30%

Females Males
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High Education

6%

10%

22%

31%

32%

Low Education

13%

15%

20%

26%

26%

Very unlikely

Very unlikely

Very unlikely

Very unlikely

Unlikely Unlikely

Unlikely

Neither likely  
nor unlikely

Neither likely  
nor unlikely

Unlikely

LikelyLikely

Neither likely  
nor unlikely

Very Likely Very Likely

Neither likely  
nor unlikely

Likely Likely

Very Likely Very Likely

Dividing consumers into females and males or splitting 

them by level of education doesn’t really reveal any new 

insights. Though males and consumers with low levels  

of education believe that contacting a business is  

slightly less important than their counterparts,  

the overwhelming trend is that this is an issue  

that’s important to everybody.



The influence this factor holds over  

purchase decisions is pretty consistent too.  

Males are more likely to purchase from  

a brand they cannot contact, as are  

consumers with low levels of education  

— however, the majority of all groups  

value the ability to contact businesses  

that they purchase from.




C,
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Consumers Thoughts On Chatbots
An increasingly common solution to overstretched customer service teams is to employ an AI chatbot that can function as a kind 

of dynamic FAQ. Set up so that they can understand a variety of pre-determined questions and with answers at the ready, they 

offer a more personable touch when it comes to solving a customer’s issues.



However, it's still a relatively new technology, and its function at the moment is somewhat limited. Whatsmore, not all consumers 

are entirely open to having their problems solved by chatbots — they’d rather just get in touch with a customer service 

representative. But these preferences certainly differ based on certain demographic factors.



To figure out how these preferences differ, we asked:

How happy are you to communicate with  
an AI chatbot when contacting a business?

The general population 

answered as follows:

Not at all happy

Not happy

Neutral

Happy

Very Happy 11%

14%

32%

22%

21%

For the general population, the majority of consumers are  

either neutral or happy to talk to an AI chatbot (57%), while 43% 

are not happy to do so, with 21% having a strong aversion to  

the idea. The results suggest that employing an AI chatbot could 

be an option for many brands, even if it comes with the risk of 

upsetting a significant minority of consumers, as many more  

are unconcerned or even happy to converse with one.  


Let’s take a look at how more targeted segments  

reacted to this question.



Unsurprisingly, age plays a big role in how consumers perceive this latest form of digital communication and customer service.  

The older age cohorts — Gen X and Baby Boomers — were decidedly unhappy to be communicating with chatbots. Gen Z,  

on the other hand, not only reported lower levels of unhappiness on this topic but was more likely to be happy with the idea  

of using one to solve their problems.

Generations

Gen Z

12%

16%

37%

20%

14%

Gen X

14%

7%

32%

24%

22%

Baby Boomers

10%

2%

29%

29%

Millennials

14%

16%

30%

19%

21%

30%

Not at all happy

Not happy

Neutral

Happy

Very Happy

Not at all happy

Not happy

Neutral

Happy

Very Happy

Not at all happy

Not happy

Neutral

Happy

Very Happy

Not at all happy

Not happy

Neutral

Happy

Very Happy
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How happy are you to communicate with an AI chatbot when contacting a business?



Choosing

the  
Right  
Topic

Choosing  
the Right Topic

chapter III
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IIIChoosing  
the Right Topic

Here are the results from the general 

population was as follows:

So to find out more about this topic we asked:



For what reason do you communicate 
with brands online?

Looking at consumer preferences for types of digital 

communication helps brands understand on a basic level what 

they should prioritize and what functions they should appoint 

to each — depending on the target audience in question.



But let’s go a little deeper to understand what types of 

conversations consumers want to have and the information 

they’re eager to get from these conversations.



Choosing the right topic is about more than just separating 

your different channels and appointing different 

communication types to them. As we’ve already seen, Gen Z 

likes to reach out to brands on social media, and while some of 

these interactions may be strictly parasocial or “just for fun”, 

many others will be related to customer service.



By taking a closer look at the types of topics different 

consumer types are interested in, you can then find the right 

focus for your brand and target audience.

Why Consumers Reach Out

A.
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To Complain

To give positive  
feedback

To get a reward  
or discount

For assistance  
or information

None of these

For fun 18%

52%

67%

47%

28%

8%



When looking at the responses to this question across the general population, we can get a broad picture of the key drivers  

that push consumers to communicate with brands online. With “assistance and information” and “rewards or discounts” being  

the most popular reasons, it appears that the majority of consumers see online communication with brands as purely 

transactional, with clear goals in mind. 



However, while only 18% of consumers do strike up conversations just for the fun of it, nearly half of them communicate with 

brands to give positive feedback — suggesting that if you get things right and impress your customers, you could be rewarded 

with even more opportunities to engage consumers, encourage conversations, and build emotional relationships.



Let’s take a look at how these results differ across different audience types.
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Looking at generations, we can see some clear trends across different age groups. All but Gen Z mainly communicate with  

brands for “assistance and information”, with the desire for a “reward or discount” being the next most popular reason. For Gen Z, 

however, while “assistance and information” is still the main driver for communication with brands, “to give positive feedback” is 

the next most popular reason — with 46% of respondents selecting this option.



Another interesting insight is that Millennials and Gen Xers are the cohorts most likely to use digital communications channels “to 

complain”, with 30% and 31% respectively choosing this option. In contrast, just 27% of Baby Boomer respondents selected this 

as a reason behind reaching out to brands, and for Gen Zers this option was even more unpopular, with only 16% selecting it.



Finally, there’s a clear trend that shows a much stronger preference for exchanges that are completely non-transactional with 

younger consumers. Only 12% of Baby Boomers would contact a brand “for fun”. The popularity of this option increases with each 

generation, with 25% of Gen Z respondents communicating with brands for this reason. This is likely because brands’ presence on 

social media is a relatively new phenomenon that has really altered the form of consumer/brand relationships — but, for the 

youngest consumers who grew up alongside social media, these types of interactions are perhaps more acceptable.



Generations

For what reason do you communicate with brands online?

Gen Z

25%

38%

13%

62%

46%

16%

Gen X

56%

14%

9%

68%

47%

31%

Baby Boomers

51%

12%

10%

64%

37%

27%

32

Millennials

56%

20%

4%

51%

30%

70%
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To Complain

To Complain To Complain

To Complain

To give positive  
feedback

To give positive  
feedback

To give positive  
feedback

To get a reward  
or discount

To give positive  
feedback

To get a reward  
or discount

For assistance  
or information

To get a reward  
or discount

To get a reward  
or discount

None of these

For assistance  
or information

For assistance  
or information

For fun

For assistance  
or information

None of these

None of these

None of these

For fun

For fun

For fun



There were some stark differences between consumers of  

high and low education when it comes to their reasons for 

communicating with brands. Consumers with higher levels  

of education were more likely to choose “to complain”,  

“for assistance and information” or “to get  

a reward and discount” — but less likely  

to choose “to give positive feedback”  

or communicate just for  

the fun of it. 


With 28% of consumers with low levels of education 

choosing “for fun” as a reason for communicating  

with brands, this demographic was the one with  

the greatest propensity for seeking non-transactional 

relationships with brands.


Level of Education

For what reason do you communicate with brands online?

High Education

15%

57%

5%

74%

45%

36%

Low Education

28%

47%

12%

62%

57%

28%
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To Complain

To give positive  
feedback

To get a reward  
or discount

For assistance  
or information

None of these

For fun

To Complain

To give positive  
feedback

To get a reward  
or discount

For assistance  
or information

None of these

For fun



Females & Males

When it comes to females and males there are some small differences in why each group chooses to reach out. Brands with 

predominantly male customers should expect more complaints and more engagement when there are rewards or discounts  

at stake — but should also be prepared for slightly less positive feedback.

For what reason do you communicate with brands online?

17%

49%

8%

69%

49%

25%

19%

56%

8%

65%

46%

31%

Females Males
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To Complain To Complain

To give positive  
feedback

To give positive  
feedback

To get a reward  
or discount

To get a reward  
or discount

For assistance  
or information

For assistance  
or information

None of these None of these

For fun For fun
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Now, let’s take a look at the types of topics that consumers are comfortable with when it’s the brand reaching out to them.



For most brands, there will be a number of direct communication types that will be a core part of your service. Confirming a 

purchase, for example, is essential to add clarity and legitimacy to the e-commerce process — even if you direct users to a 

confirmation page once the transaction has been processed.



On top of this, you’ll also want to send your most loyal customers tailored information about products they might like or  

just keep them up to date on your brand.



We wanted to gauge how consumers felt about these 

different message types and how different audience 

segments diverged when it came to their views on which 

ones were acceptable and which ones were not.



So, we asked:

For which reason is it acceptable for  
a brand to contact you on digital 
channels?


35

When communicating with consumers and reaching out to them, consumers are generally open to being contacted —  

but many prefer that the content be either a part of the transactional process (confirming a purchase) or information that  

they can benefit from, such as new offers or deals.



Having said that, just under half of the respondents were open to receiving general information about a brand with  

no clear focus on deals, new products, or past transactions — in fact, consumers appear to prefer this over general  

promotional content that focuses on new products.



Let’s take a look at how the answers differ depending on audience type.


When Should Brands  
Contact Consumers?

The general population 

answered as follows:

B.
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To confirm a purchase

To provide information  
about their brand

To promote offers  
or deals

To promote  
a new product

None of these 10%

43%

60%

45%

70%



For every age group, the vast majority of consumers believed that it was acceptable for brands to contact them in order  

to confirm a purchase. Surprisingly, Gen Z was the least enthused — with only 64% selecting this option. Though, perhaps  

their comfort with shopping online negates any need for added confirmations clogging up their inboxes.

Generations

For which reason is it acceptable for a brand to contact you on digital channels?

Gen Z

10%

38%

53%

48%

64%

Gen X

43%

11%

59%

41%

71%

Baby Boomers

Audience 
Insight


Millennials are the generation that is most open to being contacted by brands for a range  

of purposes, with only 6% selecting “none of these” in our survey. Nearly half of them are happy  

to receive comms that just flesh out a brand’s identity — providing more information about who  

they are and what they do, with no offers or new products to promote.



On top of this, 65% of them also felt it was acceptable for brands to contact them to let them  

know about offers, deals, or promotions. This was 6% ahead of Gen X and 12% ahead of Gen Z  

and Baby Boomers.

35%

17%

53%

43%

68%

Millennials

48%

6%

47%

73%

65%

To confirm a purchase

To confirm a purchase To confirm a purchase

To provide information  
about their brand

To confirm a purchase

To promote offers  
or deals

To provide information  
about their brand

To provide information  
about their brand

To promote  
a new product

To provide information  
about their brand

None of these

To promote offers  
or deals

To promote offers  
or deals

To promote offers  
or deals

To promote  
a new product

To promote  
a new product

To promote  
a new product

None of these None of these

None of these
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Consumers’ level of education reveals a few minor divergences in preference over when it is or isn’t acceptable for brands  

to contact them on digital channels.



The main difference between the two groups? Consumers with lower levels of education were more eager to hear general 

information about a brand, but less enthused about new products. However, for consumers with higher levels of education  

the reverse is true — with information on new products favored over general brand information.

Level of Education

For which reason is it acceptable for a brand to contact you on digital channels?

High Education

6%

48%

68%

44%

74%

Low Education

9%

37%

65%

55%

72%To confirm a purchase

To provide information  
about their brand

To promote offers  
or deals

To promote  
a new product

None of these

To confirm a purchase

To provide information  
about their brand

To promote offers  
or deals

To promote  
a new product

None of these
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Females & Males

Females' and males’ responses to this question were broadly similar, with males having a slightly greater preference  

for new offers and deals and general brand information.


For which reason is it acceptable for a brand to contact you on digital channels?

9%

43%

58%

44%

70%

11%

43%

61%

46%

70%

Females Males
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To confirm a purchase To confirm a purchase

To provide information  
about their brand

To provide information  
about their brand

To promote offers  
or deals

To promote offers  
or deals

To promote  
a new product

To promote  
a new product

None of these None of these



Nowadays, it’s essential that brands have accounts on a multitude of different social media platforms — though they don’t  

all work for every type of brand. However, there’s enough variety that almost any brand should be able to find a handful  

of platforms that allow them to connect with consumers and grow their brand identity.



But how do consumers feel about brands encroaching on their social spaces? While it appears that the vast majority of  

users are happy for them to have a presence, there are differing opinions over what kinds of content brand accounts should 

share. We wanted to know which content types consumers thought added the most value and improved their perception of  

a brand, so we asked:

Which of the following things that brands 
share on their social media channels has  
a positive impact on how you perceive 
their brand?

39

How Consumers Feel About  
Brands on Social Media

The general population 

answered as follows:

C.
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Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these 12%

20%

73%

47%

26%

For the general population, brands’ presence on  

social media appears to be something that a majority  

of consumers have gotten behind — though the kinds  

of parasocial relationships made famous by brands like 

Wendy’s are only viewed positively by around a quarter  

of respondents. 



Instead, consumers mostly want comms to offer them 

something. 73% want deals or promotions, while 47% 

would settle for news related to the brand in question.




If your brand is targeting Gen Z or Millennials, feel free to indulge in memes and jokes on social media. with 39% and 

34% of these generations feeling that these types of posts positively influenced their perception of a brand, it appears 

to be a sure-fire way to build stronger relationships with target consumers.



Unfortunately, not all consumers feel the same way. Only 16% of consumers over the age of 41 felt that memes  

and jokes had a positive effect on their perception of brands. For them, the most important factor was offers and 

promotions — the only category of posts that more than half approved of.



Content relating to a brand’s ambassadors was even less likely to resonate with older consumers — while, for Gen Z 

and Millennials, around a quarter of these age cohorts found these types of posts to be positive.



The ultimate takeaway? Older generations appear more goal-orientated when following brands on social media —  

keeping their focus on how the relationship can benefit them. On the other hand, younger consumers are more open  

to brands engaging on a human level, and doing so will likely improve how they perceive your brand.


Generations

Which of the following things that brands share on their social media channels  
has a positive impact on how you perceive their brand?

Gen Z

12%

26%

66%

49%

39%

Gen X

15%

15%

75%

44%

16%

Baby Boomers

9%

17%

69%

42%

16%
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Millennials

Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these

25%

8%

76%

34%

50%
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Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these

Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these

Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these



Splitting Gen Z into females and males reveals some differences of opinion when it 

comes to the types of social media that they value.



Females were 10% more likely to believe that promotional content improved their 

perception of a brand, with 74% selecting this option compared to 64% of Gen Z males. 

However, Gen Z males were 10% more likely to value brand-related news with 54% of 

them selecting this option, over 44% of Gen Z females.

41

Audience 
Insight
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7%

26%

74%

44%

38%Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these

Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these

12%

26%

66%

49%

39%Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these

Gen Z 
Females

Gen Z 
Males



Consumers with high levels of education are less impressed by all types of social media content, except for offers and promotions. 

On the other hand, consumers with low levels of education have the highest appreciation for memes and jokes and a strong 

preference for brand-related news. 



On top of that, they’re also the group with the greatest preference for brand ambassadors, with 31% saying that this type of 

content would help improve their perception of a brand.

Level of Education

For which reason is it acceptable for a brand to contact you on digital channels?

High Education

11%

20%

78%

49%

24%

Low Education

13%

31%

68%

50%

33%
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Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these

Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these
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Females & Males

Females and males share broadly similar views on brands’ activities on social media, with the biggest divergences being  

in just how strong their preferences are. 



Males are more likely to have a positive view of brand-related news by about 7%, while females have a 6% lead over  

males when it comes to their preference for offers and promotions.



For which reason is it acceptable for a brand to contact you on digital channels?

11%

19%

76%

43%

26%

14%

22%

70%

50%

27%

Females Males

Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these

Memes / Jokes

Brand-related news

Offers / promotions

Brand ambassadors

None of these
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For many brands, email marketing will comprise the core of their digital communication strategy and will likely be the most 

common way that they reach out regularly to individual consumers.



For some brands, these messages may be highly tailored, using customer data and automation to promote specific products that 

will appeal to each individual — while others may send a single email to their entire database with the same brand messaging.



We were curious how consumers felt about email marketing and its effect on their purchasing behavior. Customers can sometimes 

be unaware of how much emotions influence their purchase decisions and perhaps overestimate their rationality. So, while this 

self-reported data isn’t a scientific view of email marketing’s effectiveness, it does shine a light on how consumers perceive this 

type of marketing and which groups are keenly aware of email’s ability to influence them.



Thus, to gauge consumers’ opinions on this topic, we asked:

How likely is it that a brand’s regular 
email newsletter would influence you 
to purchase something?

44

How Consumers Feel  
About Email Marketing

The general population 

answered as follows:

D.
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Very unlikely

Unlikely

Neither likely  
nor unlikely

Likely

Very Likely 12%

25%

39%

14%

10%

Based on these findings, 37% of consumers admit that 

regular email newsletters are likely to influence them to 

purchase something. This almost outnumbers the 39% 

that are less certain of email marketing’s effect on their 

purchasing decisions.



Meanwhile, 24% of consumers believe that they are 

impervious to the effects of email marketing.




Gen Z and Millennials believe that regular email newsletters are able to influence their purchasing decisions, 

with 37% of Gen Z and 40% of Millennials saying these types of messages were either “likely” or “very likely”  

to influence them.



Meanwhile, only 31% of Baby Boomers felt that email marketing could sway them to make a purchase.



This aligns with other survey data on the generations that have explored how different age cohorts view their 

own decision-making. In a survey question for our Consumer Insights Report 2022,  Baby Boomers were much 

more likely to believe that they made rational purchasing decisions — while a greater proportion of Gen Z 

believed that emotions played a strong  

role in influencing them.

Generations

How likely is it that a brand’s regular email newsletter would influence you  
to purchase something?

Gen Z

13%

24%

36%

16%

11%

Gen X

21%

11%

43%

16%

9%

Baby Boomers

25%

6%

41%

17%

10%

45

Millennials

26%

14%

38%

10%

12%
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https://latana.com/reports/consumer-insights-report/


The biggest divergences of opinion when it comes to digital communication show up between different  

generations. Although consumers’ age doesn’t necessarily mean they’ll have a completely different set of 

preferences — the strength behind these preferences is likely to fluctuate. 



Our data shows that Gen Z and Millennials are generally more patient, more open to communication on a diverse 

range of channels, and more open to discussing a wider range of topics. While their boundaries do lay in different 

places, they ultimately reported the same preferences as Baby Boomers — valuing transactional communication 

through email a lot more than memes and jokes on social media.



Consumers’ level of income was also an important factor that influenced how they felt about communication,  

as consumers with low levels of education were more likely to engage with brands on a parasocial level or 

appreciate brand news over promotional messages.



More than anything, the results suggest that even as brands have formed more personable identities,  

consumers are overwhelmingly focused on the transactional nature of their relationship with brands.



They see these relationships in a very goal-oriented way and typically expect communication with brands  

to achieve a narrow set of these goals. With younger consumers, these expectations are less defined — so,  

over the next decade these attitudes may change and brands may be afforded more freedom in how they  

directly engage with individual consumers.



Thanks for reading this report, and best of luck in building your campaigns over the course of 2022.


Conclusion
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The Insights Hub 
Behind This Report

If you can understand human behavior, then you can predict human behavior. If you appreciated the insights in our “Social 

Commerce 2022” report, then you may be interested in exploring our brand analysis platform.

Start Making Better Marketing Decisions with Latana Brand Tracking. 


Armed with the right data, brand managers and marketers can make the right decisions for their business and future success.


If you don’t fully understand how aware different audience groups perceive your brand, you could be missing out on important 

opportunities to accelerate growth and set yourself apart from the competition. 


Which topics are important to your consumers? How do customers really feel about your brand? Are there any potential target 

audiences that you are currently missing out on? Latana, the “Google Analytics of branding” helps leading marketers to answer 

these kinds of questions.  


Use brand tracking to explore and measure how different groups of consumers feel about your brand, and where you stand 

compared to the competition.


Brand is Perception and Perception Drives Human Behavior


Hundreds of Key Insights: One Great Dashboard


August 2020August 2020 September 2020 Delta

Competitors

Brand B Brand CBrand DBrand EBrand A

15

20

25

30

35%
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0

Brand A Brand B Brand C Brand D Brand EAided AwarenessAugust – September 2020USA General population

Gender

All Responses Male Female

Education

All Responses High Medium Low

Age

All Responses 18 – 25 26 – 35 36 – 45 46 – 55 56 – 65

Persona: Jane Save Cancel

Brand A

Brand E

Brand D

Brand B

Brand C
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Contact Us



For General Inquiries: hello@latana.com


For Sales: sales@latana.com


For PR/Partnerships: marketing@latana.com



www.latana.com

You’re in Good Company
Brands are already making better marketing decisions with Latana brand tracking software.

Smarter Tools.

Better Marketing 
Decisions.
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